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GROUP  PHOTO  SHOOTSail Away With Me



Set sail for a blissful day of creative leisure.
Capture curvy body scapes on sparkly

ocean landscapes aboard a classic
sailboat.We organize stunning world-class
art and fashion models to pose in unique
experience driven locations. Bring your
equipment and we take care of the rest.

bliss at golden hour
GROUP  PHOTO  SHOOT  |  APR I L  4 ,  2020



The Location

the sailboat
 

A  CLASS IC ,  1982  I S LANDER ,  30  FOOT

 

MAR INA  DEL  REY ,  CAL IFORN IA

 

 



stripe shirts, sailor hats, and all the

simple accessories that hoist sails

in our minds.

 

*wardrobe and accessories

provided 

Moodboard One:

Sensual Skipper



flowy fabrics & bare skin in bare elements

*flowy fabric provided*

Moodboard 3: 

In the Elements



*several colorful floats provided*

Moodboard 3: 

Funky Fun Floaties



Genetics Agency Represented

Published model (InStyle, Lions Mag, Volo)

12.7k social following

LAUREN  LEOLA

MODEL  PRESELECT ION

@LAUREN .LEOLA

@NAKEDFAMOUSART



Official Playboy Plus Bunny

Recording Artist

11.4k social following

JAHLA

MODEL  PRESELECT ION

@JAHLA



4 :00  -  7 :00  PM

Hoist the Sails + Toss the Anchor

 

Enjoy complimentary food and drinks as we

sail off the coast of California. We will find a

nice spot to stop for more shooting on board

and in the water.

3 :00  -  4 :00  PM

Shoot in the Marina

 

15-20 minutes 1:1 with each model

20 minute group shot with both models

7 :00  -  7 :30  PM

Sunset  + Sail Home

 

Capture last shots as we sail back with

golden light and a pink sky.

2 :30  -  3 :00  PM

Arrival + Setup

 

Meet in Marina del Rey at the boat.

Set up cameras and scout for first shots in the

Marina and on the boat. 

Shoot Out Schedule



Thank you!
PLEASE  CONTACT  LEOLA  FOR  BOOKING .

 

LAURENLEOLA@GMAIL .COM

424 .440 .4215


